
Name:  Topaz ex Kavo Topaz 
Call Sign: V 7 W F 3 
IMO Nbr: 9279537 
Type:  Dry Bulk Carrier,  Built: 06/2004 ,Sanoyas Hishino Meisho,Mizushima,Japan 
Flag :  Marshall Islands 
Class: ABS 
USCG “Qualship 21” certified – nbr 9279537-004607 
            
Deadweight/draft: 
Summer SW     75,499 mt @ 13.997  mtrs / tpc 66.60 mt 
Winter   SW     73,561 mt @ 13.706  mtrs 
Tropical SW     77,440 mt @ 14.288 mtrs  
Panama     abt 60,400 mt @ 39'06" tfw 
  
  
LOA/LBP: 225.00 m / 217.68 m 
Breadth (moulded)   32.26 m. 
Depth (moulded)      19.30 m. 
  
GT/NT:   
(International 1969): 38,845/ 25,444  
Suez Canal            : 40,641.5 / 37,635.69 
Panama Canal NT    : 32,126 
  
Main engine     : MITSUI MAN B&W 7S50MC-C 
  
Speed/Consumption at Sea 
BALLAST - Abt 14 knots on abt 30mts IFO including auxiliaries + 0.2mts ULSMGO 
LADEN - Abt 14 knots on abt 34mts IFO including auxiliaries + 0.2mts ULSMGO 
 
ECO Without Guarantee 
BALLAST - Abt 12.5 knots on abt 26mts IFO including auxiliaries + 0.2mts ULSMGO 
LADEN - Abt 12.5 knots on abt 28.5mts IFO including auxiliaries + 0.2mts ULSMGO 
 
SUPER ECO Always Without Guarantee 
BALLAST - Abt 12 knots on abt 24.5mts IFO including auxiliaries + 0.2mts ULSMGO 
LADEN - Abt 12 knots on abt 27mts IFO including auxiliaries + 0.2mts ULSMGO 
 
Vessel burns ULSMGO when maneuvering, in confined waters and for starting d/gens or low load. 
  
Speed consumption figures basis summer draft, ekeel, under good weather conditions up to max Beaufort Force 4 and/or 
Douglas Sea State 3 with wave and or swell sign height up to 1.25mtrs and no adverse influence of currents/swell.  
It is explicitly understood that, notwithstanding anything to the contrary herein, no warranty applies to condition 
exceeding b4 and dss 3, currents , sea buoy to sea buoy on voyages less than 48hrs and 24hrs after cosp/prior eosp 
excluding canals, narrow/restricted/tidal affected waters and due to reasons of safety, or poor visibility etc., periods when 
the speed is reduced due to chrtrs' instructions or when sailing in Piracy HRA . For the purpose of evaluating vessel's 
performance under this charter party it is agreed that all days where the weather exceed Beaufort force 4 and/or Douglas 
sea state 3 (wave/swell sign height up to 1.25mtrs) and adverse currents are expressly excluded from the calculations.- 
  
The speed so described is on an average basis taken over the entire charter period, including ballast voyages provided no 
bottom fouling due to immobilization for 20 or more days in port(s) or anchorage(s) 
  
Vessel has the liberty of steaming at slow speed or stop/being idle for the purposes of ballast exchange if required. Cost of 
chemicals for ballast treatment if required and any loss of speed/time to be for chrtrs a/c 
  
Consumption in port when idle :  abt 0.2mt ULSMGO and abt 2,25mt hfo 380 cst.  
  
Fuel Quality 
Charterers undertake to supply only fuel and diesel/gasoil complying with current ISO specifications at the time of supply.  
IFO - 380 Centistoke ISO 8217:2010 (E) RMG 380 
Ultra Low Sulphur Marine Gas Oil (ULSMGO) with max sulphur 0.1% grade DMZ 8217:2010 
  
Same to be free of any - all waste automotive lubricants or waste chemicals. 



Minimum FIA/100 20 ECN (IP541)  
Hfo must be compatible for blending and bunkers purchased/supplied in different lots must be segregated - see also 
bunker quality clause 
  
++ 
CUBIC CAPACITIES (grain):   Total  3,151,874 cft/89250 cbm   
HOLD 1:  413,267 
HOLD 2:  463,654 
HOLD 3:  478,398 
HOLD 4:  445,047 
HOLD 5:  478,398 
HOLD 6:  463,096 
HOLD 7: 410,014 
----------------- 
TTL :  3,151,874 cft  
  
7 holds/7 hatches  
Hatch covers: 2 panels per hatch, side rolling , double skin, hydraulicly  operated.     
  
When the vsl calls at port or terminal where required mooring ropes in addition and/or of different specification from what 
the vessel has onboard same to be supplied and/or hired at chrtrs cost/time 
  
HEAD OWNERS  : United Ventures SA 
 
BANKING DETAILS: 
Credit Suisse 
Switzerland 
Swift: CRESCHZZ80A 
Acc Name: UNITED VENTURES SA 
Acc No: 1249369-92-1 Current Account 
IBAN: CH14 0483 5124 9369 9200 1 
 
VESSELS CONTACT DETAILS:  
- Voice 
 00870 764063244 
00870 764063245 
- Fax: 00870 765064092 
- email: topaz@gtships.com 
- INM - C: 453836420@stratosmobile.net 
  
OWNERS P+I:  UK P&I Club 
  
Tank capacities:  
IFO:   2,550 cbm abt bss 90%  (exc service / settling tnks) 
ULSMGO: 140    cbm abt bss 90%  
++++++++++++++++++++++ 
Ballast capacity: excl.floodable H#4  20,506 cubmtrs (Heavy ballast-including H#4 33,123 cubmtrs) 
Fresh water capacity:  296 M3 bss 100%    
Constants:   400 MT excluding fresh water / unpumpables 
Uniform Strengths:     (Homogeneous cargo loading conditions) 
Tanktops local strength: 
No. 1 hold  27.54 mt/m3 
No. 2 hold  18.36 mt/m3 
No. 3 hold  30.11 mt/m3 
No  4 hold  18.36 mt/m3 
No  5 hold  30.11 mt/m3 
No  6 hold  18.36 mt/m3 
no  7 hold  28.83 mt/m3 
  
Other fittings: 
Natural Holds' ventilation 
Aussie hold ladder fitted 
No. 4 hold can be ballasted 



 
Distance from water line to top of hatch coaming iwo hatch#4 bss abt hfo/ ULSMGO /fw : 500/50/150 mt 
a) In normal ballast condition (excluding ch No.4) : abt 16.50 mtrs 
b) In heavy ballast condition (including  ch No.4) :  abt 14.50 mtrs 
  
All details about, given in good faith and without guarantee 


